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Truly the bible of oral sex, The Ultimate Guide to Cunnilingus gives excellent advice,
encouragement, and helpful instruction to those who want to expand their expertise or are simply
curious about the artâ€™s finer points. In her clear, concise, and informative text, sex educator
Violet Blue provides step-by-step instructions for going down on a woman, as well as accurate and
up-to-date information on female anatomy and sexual response. In her friendly, witty tone, Blue
dispatches fascinating facts and discusses games for lovers, positions, safety, and a variety of
techniques; she also offers erotic book and DVD recommendations, and tips for effective
communication during the act itself. Featuring helpful illustrations and erotica by sexpert Alison
Tyler, this is the essential guide to going down.
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How I wish this book had existed when I was a teenager. It would have saved me a rap sheet of
frustrated lovers and broken relationships as long as a porn star's pork sword with a pommel on the
end. Men, if you're really serious about being a good lover, go out and buy this book. It will be the
best fiver you ever spent. In fact, I'm thinking of buying my girlfriend the author's companion volume,
The Ultimate Guide to Fellatio, next Christmas. Not that she needs it, you understand.I've posted a
more detailed review, too long to put here, on my blog.

I love how serious Violet takes the subject matter. It would have been easy to write this as a perfect
gag gift. Instead what you get is a respectable and informative guide to something that most could

learn about.The only thing I could have done without are the short stories. They seemed in my
opinion out of place.As a married man I saw this book as an investment in my marriage. My wife
hasn't complained once that I bought it!

Extremely insightful and accurate. With all the dogma going around about vaginas and everything
between a woman's legs, this is a breath of fresh air. Accurate information, diagrams, and stories
giving you the TRUTH about what goes on down there, and why it shouldn't be scary but enticing
and sexy.I love Violet Blue!

i considered myself well versed, but now realize i was just an amteurenthusiast. cant wait to put
some of the things i learnedinto play. the writing was approachable with plenty of specifics without
seeming overly scientific. ill definitely pass it along to my girlfriend as well...

I mistakenly ordered this book (seriously!!) so when it arrived, I was perplexed. I almost returned it
because, well, because I didnt mean to order it. Then I browsed through it and it seems to be
informative. Very wordy, but accurate, so I decided to keep it, as I am single now, i just might need
to give it to someone in my future! LOL

I just started reading this, and I have to say it is very educational and so far a pleasure to read. I am
already sure I will gain some knowledge and tricks that will improve my abilities and skills with the
act of love making. As it is also helping me to understand things, that I never really understood as
well as clears up some misconceptions that I had on this subject.

This was an easy read that broke the topic down really well. I feel like that made it easier to apply

Great detail and how to's. From beginner to advanced it's all here.We have found great new territory
using these techniques.
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